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2. Vaccine Policy 

September 14, 2021 
The Kamloops Food Bank will require all agency and food program representatives accessing the 
food bank as part of the foodSHARE program to provide proof of Covid-19 Vaccination upon 
entry to the receiving Bay.  
 
If the program representative is unable to provide confirmation of vaccination their order will be 
brought outside by a staff member.  
 
September 7, 2021 
As of this date, all staff and regular volunteers are required to be fully vaccinated. Proof of full 
vaccination record is required with copies being kept on file with Kamloops Food Bank 
administration.  
 
August 23, 2021 
The Kamloops Food Bank is committed to adhering to all government directives and will be 
following Interior Health’s reinstated guidelines surrounding masks and gatherings (Appendix G).  
 
August 16, 2021 
Staff and regular volunteers are required to be fully vaccinated.  Proof of full vaccination record 
is required with copies being kept on file with Kamloops Food Bank administration.  
 
 

3. Mask Policy 

July 2020 
Masks are mandatory for all staff, volunteers, clients, and visitors of the Kamloops Food Bank.  
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4. The Commitment of the Kamloops Food Bank 

The Kamloops Food Bank is committed to ensuring we provide a safe and sanitary physical 
space for staff, volunteers and clients.  We will review, follow and communicate all safety 
measures and best practices as communicated by provincial health authorities and WorkSafeBC.   

Safety protocol will be reviewed and communicated with volunteers, staff and clients through 
safety meetings, electronic communication and visual aids within the facility. 

5. Physical Distancing 

Maintaining physical distancing (2 metres apart) is a primary control that will be exercised by the 
Kamloops Food Bank to reduce the risk of spread of COVID-19. 

Physical distancing controls in place include: 

• An established occupancy limit will be posted and reviewed with all staff, volunteers and 
clients.  Staff will monitor operations and ensure occupancy limits are enforced to 
maintain safe distancing. 

• Volunteer scheduling policy has been changed to ensure control over the number of 
volunteers coming onsite each day to work. 

• Seating in client waiting area has been removed and replaced with single occupancy 
seating space 2 metres apart 

• Maximum occupancy of client waiting area has been limited to 10 clients  
• Clients waiting to enter the building have been provided with visual aids on the ground to 

indicate the appropriate distance to stand apart. 

6. Barriers and Partitions 

Permanent physical partitions have been installed in the client service area.  We have also 
implemented the use of Personal Protective Equipment for staff, clients and volunteers.  These 
measures include: 

• Plexi-shield partitions that separate intake/client services and client distribution points 
• Clients entering waiting area are supplied with single use face masks (mandatory) 
• Staff and volunteers are provided with face masks which are mandatory within the 

warehouse 

7. Visitors and foodSHARE Agency Partners 

** Updated September 14, 2021 
The Kamloops Food Bank will require all agency and food program representatives accessing the 
food bank as part of the foodSHARE program to provide proof of Covid-19 Vaccination upon 
entry to the receiving Bay.   Masks are mandatory. 
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If the program representative is unable to provide confirmation of vaccination their order will be 
brought outside by a staff member.  
 
8. Temperature Assessment 

An elevated temperature is a way to identify a person who may have a COVID-19 infection. We 
will assess the temperature of all volunteers and staff with a non-contact infrared thermometer. 
If anyone has a temperature of 38°C or above, they will be asked to leave the building and must 
have a negative COVID test upon their return. 

9. Workplace Illness 

If a staff member or volunteer begins to feel sick/ill while in the workplace, the following steps will 
help to ensure the proper handling of the sick individual while ensuring the safety of those in the 
workplace. 

• Any volunteers or staff that are feeling sick must report to Manager of Warehouse 
Operations immediately.  In the event they are not available, reporting must go to the 
Executive Director. 

• Sick workers will be asked to sanitize or wash hands, and they will be provided with a mask 
and will be required to self isolate in a safe space 

• The sick individual must travel straight home without any stops.  This can be coordinated 
with an outside person that lives with the sick individual.  If the individual is able to drive, 
they can be permitted to do so with clear directions to return home without any stops 

• If the individual has chest pains or difficulty breathing call 911 

*Immediately all staff and volunteers will halt regular operations and fully sanitize all areas and 
surfaces that the sick individual had come in contact with or worked near. 

Assessing for Symptoms of COVID-19: Self-assessment plays an important role in stopping the 
spread of COVID-19. Staff, volunteers, and clients should assess themselves regularly for 
symptoms including fever, chills, coughing, shortness of breath, sore throat, painful swallowing, 
stuffy or runny nose, loss of sense of smell, headaches, muscle aches, fatigue and loss of 
appetite.  

Appearance of COVID-19 Symptoms: To limit potential spread of COVID-19, staff, volunteers, or 
clients who present with symptoms of COVID-19 should remain at home and contact Health Link 
BC at 8-1-1. In the circumstance they were at the Kamloops Food Bank when symptoms 
presented, they should go home immediately and contact 8-1-1 or a physician  
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Positive COVID-19 Test: In the scenario that staff or volunteers at the Kamloops Food Bank have 
a positive COVID-19 test, they may not enter the Kamloops Food Bank until they are cleared by 
Interior Health to do so.  

Testing for COVID-19: Testing is done if a person has symptoms that may indicate COVID-19 
infection. Staff or volunteers that have received a COVID-19 test must remain at home they are 
cleared by Interior Health.  

Close Contact with Infected Individual: Staff and volunteers must inform the Executive Director 
and/or the Manager, Warehouse Operations if they believe they have been exposed to COVID-
19. Once contact is confirmed the staff or volunteer must return home and are requested to 
complete a COVID-19 test. 

Quarantining or Self-Isolation: Staff or volunteers who have travelled outside of Canada within 
the last 14 days may not return to work and must quarantine and self isolate. Any staff or 
volunteer who show symptoms, who live in a household with an individual showing symptoms of 
COVID-19, or who came in close contact with someone who may have COVID-19 must follow 
direction of Interior Health. 

10. Hand Washing, Cleaning and Sanitizing 

Cleaning and hygiene procedures are essential for control of COVID-19.  These procedures will 
be reviewed daily with all staff, volunteers and clients.  We will ensure a full stock and inventory of 
hand washing and dis-infecting supplies to ensure all procedures can be followed. Best practices 
for onsite sanitizing and personal hygiene include: 

• Reviewing with staff and volunteers the list of high contact surfaces that require regular 
sanitizing (see attached list) 

• Ensuring all handwashing stations are stocked with hand soap and paper towels 
• Supplying all clients entering waiting area with hand sanitizer or dis-infecting wipes 

(mandatory) 
• After each client is served all surfaces (intake desk, bagging station, distribution counters 

and shopping carts) will be wiped with dis-infecting wipes by intake work and volunteers 
before serving next client. 

• Each staff member will be responsible for daily dis-infecting of their own office space and 
door handles 

• Truck drivers will sanitize all points of contact with each vehicle at the end of each shift 
• Transportation coordinator will be responsible for sanitizing all mobile warehouse 

equipment (pallet jacks, forklifts, carts and dollies). 
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High Contact Areas 

• Stair Railings 
• Door Handles 
• Coffee Machine 
• Fridge and Cooler Handles 
• Pallet Jack Handles 
• Bathroom Surfaces and Handles 
• Office Supplies 
• Packing Racks  

• Counter Tops 
• Markers 
• Light Switches 
• Door Locks 
• Cart Handles 
• TV Remote 
• Window Blinds 

• Vehicle Handles and Wheels

The high contact areas identified above should be dis-infected often. The intake worker is 
responsible for areas that clients come in contact with, while a warehouse worker is responsible 
for all areas within the warehouse. Drivers should disinfect their vehicle at the end of their shift. 
Each office is the responsibility of the office worker to whom it belongs. All other locations 
should be disinfected after each use by the individual (e.g. coffee pot handle). 
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Kamloops Food Bank Capacity – July 2020 
1) Warehouse: Occupant Capacity
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2) Administration Office: Occupant Capacity 

3) Intake: Client Capacity 
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